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MALCEVS COMPLETION OF A GROUP
AND DIFFERENTIAL FORMS
BOHUMIL CENKL & RICHARD PORTER
1. Let G be a finitely generated group, and let G2 = (G, G) be the normal
subgroup of G generated by the commutators (a, b) = a~ιb~ιab; a, b G G.
Inductively we have the sequence of normal subgroups G Λ + 1 = (G, Gk),
k = 1, 2, . . . , Gx = G of G and the corresponding tower of nilpotent groups
G/Gi < ~ ^7^3 <—*••• We assume that none of the groups G/Gk has an
element of finite order. Then we talk about the group G without torsion.
A group § is said to be complete if for any positive integer n and any
element g G § the equation xn = g has at least one solution in § . For any
finitely generated nilpotent group N without torsion Malcev [4] constructed a
complete nilpotent group N without torsion, called the completion of N, and
an injection of N into N. Furthermore he constructed a Lie algebra LN over
the rationals and proved that there is a 1-1 correspondence between the
complete nilpotent groups without torsion and rational Lie algebras. Thus for
any finitely generated group G without torsion we have the tower of Malcev's
completions
and the tower of nilpotent rational Lie algebras

LG/G2+-LG/G3^

,

given by Malcev's theory. We talk about the Lie algebra LG of the group G.
Each Lie algebra LG/ Gk can be given a structure of a group by the
Campbell-Hausdorf f formula
X

oy =X +y +l[χ9y]

+. . ..

This group is isomorphic with G/Gk.
On the other hand the rational homotopy type of the Eilenberg-McLane
space K(G, 1) is completely determined by a differential graded algebra
which is free with a decomposable differential and is constructed inductively
by the elementary extensions. Such algebras are said to be minimal by
Received March 16, 1979. The 1st author was supported in part by the National Science
Foundation under NSF-MCS77-04945.
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Sullivan [2]. The elements of degree one form a subalgebra M = MK(G, 1) =
MG. A pair (Λf, ψ), where ψ is a morphism of the differential graded algebra
M into the algebra of rational forms A*(K(G, 1)) on K(G, 1) which induces
an isomorphism on the cohomology in dimension 1 and injectivity in dimension 2, is called the 1-minimal model for G. The duals of the indecomposables
in M define a Lie algebra LM over the rationals with the bracket given by the
differential.
The sequence of elementary extensions in the construction of a minimal
algebra give an increasing filtration of the 1-minimal algebra M = U Mk,
M2 C M3 c
, by 1-minimal subalgebras; Mk is the 1-minimal algebra of
the nilpotent group G/ Gk. The corresponding Lie algebras give the tower of
nilpotent Lie algebras
where L = LM, Lk+ι = [L, Lk], k > 1, L/Lk = LMk. This tower will be
called the Lie algebra L = LMG of the 1-minimal model for G.
Although it has been accepted that these two rational Lie algebras LG and
L constructed by Malcev and Sullivan are isomorphic, the proof of this fact
seems to exist only for few examples. The purpose of this note is to give a
complete proof of this fact.
Theorem. The Lie algebra LG of a finitely generated group G without
torsion and the Lie algebra L = LM of the X-minimal model of the group G are
isomorphic as rational Lie algebras.

By extending the coefficients of LG from the rationals to the reals we get
the tower of real nilpotent Lie algebras. The exponential map exp: LG/Gk ®
R -» @k defines a simply connected Lie group §k over R. The image of the
rational Lie algebra LG/ Gk in @k under the map exp is a totally disconnected
subgroup which is isomorphic with G/Gk. Furthermore the inclusion of
G/Gk into its completion G/Gk via this isomorphism defines a subgroup
G(k) of §k, which is isomorphic with G/Gk. The space of orbits @k/G(k) is a
real compact nilmanifold Nk.
The construction of the nilmanifolds could have been started with the Lie
algebra L instead of LG. The exponential map exp: LMk ® R -> &k of the
real extension of LMk defines a simply connected Lie group &k9 and the
image of the rational Lie algebra LMk in &k gives a totally disconnected
subgroup Sk = SLMk of &k. The isomorphism of the Lie algebras L = LMG
and LG is proved by verifying that the groups Sk and G/Gk are isomorphic.
Then the simply connected Lie groups &k and @k are also isomorphic.
2. In this section we prove that for any finitely generated group G without
torsion there is a 1-1 correspondance between the extension cocycles for the
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group and the extension cocycles for the Lie algebra of the 1-minimal model
of G.
Suppose that A*{Gk/Gk+ι) = A*(K(Gk/Gk+v
1)), Gk/Gk+ι=
(Gk/Gk+ι)
® Q, and A*(G/Gk) = A*(K(G/Gk, 1)) are the complexes of rational
forms on the respective Eilenberg-McLane spaces, and H*(Gk/Gk+ι)
= H*(K(Gk/Gk+v 1); Q) and H*(G/Gk) = H^KiG/G,, 1); Q) are the
singular cohomology rings of those spaces. Let x[k\
, Λ^Λ) be the
ι
generators for H (G/Gk), and let >>{*>,
, Y%> be the generators for
ι
H\Gk/Gk+ι).
The transgression T: H (Gk/Gk+ι) -+ H2(G/Gk) for the fibration K(Gk/Gk+v 1) -> K(G/Gk+V 1) -+ K(G/Gk, 1) sends the generators j ^
into the elements z/ 0 = τy/°,y = 1, 2,
, mk. We choose the forms ajk) E
ι
A (G/Gk+ι)
which restricted to the fibre K(Gk/Gk+ι, 1) represent the
cohomology classes yjk) and the representatives bjk) for the transgressive
elements zjk\j = 1, 2,
, mk. Then the transgression is given by the map
k)
k
j
->
bj
\
j
=
1,
2,
,
mΛ. Let cl9
, cn be elements of A\G/G£
τ: a
representing the cohomology classes xj2),
, x^2) which generate
ι
H (G/G2).
The successive pullbacks of the forms cv , cΛ,
(2)
0
^! , - - , a™, - - - , α ^ - ^
, fl^Γ, by the projections
K(G/Gk, l)-> K(G/Gk+V 1) ->
K(G/G2, 1) are the elements of
Λ \G/Gk), and will be denoted by cf >, - - , c£>.
On the module ®A*(G/Gk) ® Gk/Gk+ι we define the differential rf ® 1,
where rf is the differential on forms. Hι(Gk/Gk+ι)
= Hom(^Γ1(GA:/GA:+1), β )
is generated by the ^ ' s and Hι(Gk/Gk+ι) =Gk/Gk+ι. We denote the
generators for the abelian group Gk/Gk+ι also by yjk\j = 1, 2,
, mk.
Proposition 2.1. The transgression
r:H\Gk/Gk+x)^H\G/Gk)
gives the extension cocγclefor the group in the form

The transgression on homology

determines the r on the cohomology. It is clearly represented by the above
cocycle.
This extension cocycle is completely determined by the 1-minimal model M
for the group G. We define M = (J Mk inductively as in [2]. M2 = Λ
(col5
, ωn) with the differential rfω, = 0, i = 1, 2,
, n, and degree of ωi9
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+ 1, and there is the algebra morphism ψ: M2 -> A*(G/Gk)9 ψ(ω, ) = ci9
i = 1, 2,
, n. In M22 (elements of degree 2 in M^ there are elements βj
such that ψ(βj) = bj,j = 1,2, - - , m; and rational numbers βjs such that
Then define M 3 = Λ (<*>i> •'•><*>„; γ^
, γ j , where γ^ γ 2 ,
, γ m are
new generators in degree + 1 and dωt = 0, dyy = βj, ψ(γy) = Oj. In this way
the morphism ψ is a moφhism of differential graded algebras, and it induces
an isomorphism on cohomology in all dimensions. Inductively we have
Mk = /\ (ω[k\
, ω ^ ) with the differential dk, and again in Mk there are
elements
such that ψk: Mk^>A*(G/Gk) maps βfk) to fe/l The elementary extension
Mk+ι = Λ (ωf\
, ω<f; γf>,
, γ^>), γ ^ = 0, with the new elements
k)
yj of degree + 1 and the differential dk+λ = dk on the ω^'s and dk+ιyjk) =
)S/>, j = 1, 2,
- , m , and also ψ f c + 1 = ψΛ on Mk and ψ f c + 1 (γf } ) - «/>.
From this construction we have
Proposition 2.2. The extension cocyclefor the group G/Gk+ι is the xp-image
of the element

The decomposable elements in M = U Mk together with the differential
give the Lie algebra L = LM with the filtration by ideals L = Lx z> L2
D
, Lk+ι = [L, Lk], k = 1, 2
. Let A^,
, Xn be the dual elements
to the generators ωγ,
, ωn of M 2 ; 1^,
, Y^ the dual elements to the
generators γ 1 ?
, γ m , and in general Y\k),
, Y ^ the duals to
}
}
1}
2)
ri* > " ' > ϊ ^ ; ω/ = ω., γj
= γy, n^ = m, n2 = n. Denote by
Jir,^, .
, ^ >
the lifts of the elements Xx,
, *„,
yp
, yw,
•*, yf*"^
, Y^- 1 } . The Lie algebra L as a module is
spanned by A ^ ,
,A^,
. The bracket on L modulo Lk+ι = the
+ l)st bracket on the generators Xx,
, Xn is defined by (dk+ιyjk);
X}k)9
k)
k
(k
k)
j \
\ ^
and [Xf\ Yjto] = 0, [yW, yf>] = 0. But
^
f
< Σ Γ J iB/^'ωW Λ ω<*>; *,<*>, Xf>> =
%δsq - βfk)Vrq)
Thus we have
Proposition 23. W/YA ίA^ αfecwe choice of the generators the nilpotent Lie
algebra L/Lk+ι
has the structure

of combinations ofX\k), s, i > max(/?, q)
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with the coefficients determined inductively by k;

p, q = 1, 2,

, nk\ r, s = 1, 2,

, mk\

the abelian groups Gk/Gk+ι and Lk/ Lk+ι are isomorphic by the very construction, and the isomorphism sends yjk) to Yfk\
Proposition 2.4. The extension cocycle for the nilpotent Lie algebra
L/Lk+ j , as an extension 0 —> Lk/Lk+ι
-> L/Lk+ι Λ L/Lk -» 0, is the element
mk

Proof

cz Mk ®

*?\ v

Lk/Lk+ι.

For any two elements Xp(k), X^k) in L, modulo Lk we have

/ m*
\ Zrf Pj

\
^

J

j

> Λp

9Λq

I

where the last bracket is in L modulo
We can think of the 2-cocycle

Zi Pj

\ωr

A

ω

s

9 Λp

Lk+ι.

as a "universal" extension cocycle which on one side gives the extension of
the groups

by the map ψ and on the other hand the extension of the Lie algebras
The structure equations for the nilpotent Lie algebra confirm the known
fact that a nilpotent Lie algebra over Q is isomorphic to a rational subalgebra
of a Lie algebra of the Lie group of the upper triangular matrices.
3. The essential step in the proof of the theorem is to enlarge the ring of the
rationals to the real numbers.
Suppose that M' — M ® R, where M is the 1-minimal model for a finitely
generated group G without torsion. We denote by L = L ® R the real Lie
algebra associated with the Lie algebra L of M over the rationals. Gk/Gk+ι =
Gk/Gk+ι® R, and the real Malcev's completion G/Gk+X of the nilpotent
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is defined inductively as a central extension of Gk/Gk+ι

by

W/Wk;W/G2 = G/G2® R;
0->Gk/Gk+l
The exponential map
exp: L'/
defines the simply connected Lie group &k. We denote the subgroup of &k by
Sk = SL/Lk. The group structure on Sk is isomorphic to that on the
nilpotent Lie algebra L/Lk with the product given by the Campbell-Hausdorff formula.
The central extensions of the Lie algebras and groups together with the
exponential map make the following diagram commute:

exp
0-+SLk/Lk+ϊ

exp

-*

If we succeed in proving that there is an isomorphism between the groups
G/Gr and Sr, r = 2, 3,
, then the theorem follows by the argument at
the end of part 1.
The proof that G/Gr and Sr are isomorphic for all r is given in two steps:
1. There is constructed a morphism of differential graded algebras
φr:Mr^A*(Sr)
for r = 2, 3,
, where A *(Sr) is the complex of real forms on the
classifying space for the group Sr.
2. From the assumption that (Mr,φr) is the 1-minimal model for S"",
r = 2, 3,
, k, it is proved that (Mk+l9 φk+ι) is also the 1-minimal model
forS*+1.
r+ι
r
Because the kernels of the projections S
-» S and G/ Gr+λ^>G/Gr are
isomorphic abelian groups, we can apply the converse of the Hirsch lemma
even over the reals. From here it follows that Sr and G/Gr are isomorphic for
all r = 2, 3,
.
Construction of the map φr
There is a weak homotopy equivalence between the Eilenberg-McLane
space K(Sr, 1) and the fat realization |5""| of the simplicial group NSr. The
cohomologies of the differential graded algebras of forms A*(NSr) and
A*(Sr) = A*(K(Sr, 1)) are isomorphic. We write A*(Sr) instead of A*(NSr).
Recall that with the simplicial group NSr = {£/},/> β 0, 1, 2,
, there is
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given a family of face operators ε,: £/-> Sp_x, i = 0, 1,
,/?, and inclu1
p ι
p
n
r
sions ε : Δ ~ -» Δ of the /-th face. An Λ-form φ E: A (NS ) is a sequence of
(p)
Λ-foπns φ E Λ "(Δ' X Sf) on the disjoint union I W X S£, with Sj, dis(p)
1
crete, satisfying the compatibility conditions (ε* X id)*φ = (id X ε ^ φ ^ " *
p ι
on A ~ X 5/ for all i = 0, 1,
,p and/? = 1, 2,
.
r
The group S acts on the contractible Lie group &r from the left. Hence
r
r
with the universal S'-bundle NE —> NS there is associated an &r-bundle
r
r
r
NB = NE XSr&r -+ NS . On the simplicial manifold NBr there is a double
complex of differential forms {βP(NB%
&k>'(NBr) = Aι(Brk\ where Aι(Brk)
are differential forms along the fibre with the usual differentials. From the
Theorem 2.3 of Dupont [3] it follows that there exists a morphism of
differential graded algebras

δΓ:

r

r

&*(NB )-*A*(NS )

which induces an isomorphism on the cohomology.
Suppose that C*(L/Lr) is the complex of ^-valued skew-symmetric multilinear forms on L/Lr. Because L is the Lie algebra associated with the
1-minimal model M, there is a homomorphism of complexes
defined by duality on the generators. More precisely the maps /^ are defined
inductively as follows: μ^: M2 —» C*(L/L^ sends ω, to the dual of Xt which is
co, itself. Thus μ^ is an identity on the generators and extends multiplicatively.
M3 = M 2 ® Λ (y{2),
, ϊ ^ ) and L/L3 has the basis X{2\
, X<»9
Y$2\
, Yj® where X/2) is mapped onto Xt by the projection π: L/L3 —>
L/L2. Therefore we can think of A"/2) as of a lift of X;. If there is a splitting λ 2
of the exact sequence 0 ^ L2/L3 -> L/L3^> L/L2 -» 0, then we can define
μ, -+ C*(L/L3) by /ι3(ω/2>) = the dual of λ 2 ( ^ ) and μ3(yj»)(A) - yf\A \2πA) for each A G L/L3. Further extend μ3 to an algebra morphism.
Suppose that μ,. has been defined for r = 2, 3,
, k - 1 by a sequence of
splittings λΓ of the exact sequences 0-> Lr/Lr+ι -> L/Lr+ι^L/Lr
->0.
Then choose a splitting X*., and define Λr = id - \.π: L/Lr+ι -» Lr/Lr+ι
for
k)
k)
r = 2, 3,
, k. Thus we define μk(y} ) = y} ° Ak and ^ ( ω ^ ) = the dual
to λk(Xίk~V). Such a map μr induces an isomorphism on cohomology with
real coefficients.
Next we identify L/Lr with the tangent vector space to &r at the identity e
and L/Lr with a fixed subspace of L'/Lr. Let vr\ C*(L/'Lr)-* Af(&r) be the
map of complexes which sends an element α 0 G CP(L/Lr) to the left invariants-form a on the Lie group &r such that α(e) = α 0 .
The pullback of a with respect to the projection NEr X &r -» 6Br, being S""
invariant, defines a unique /?-formηΓ(α) = ά G &p(NBr).
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Finally the composition of all these maps gives a morphism of differential
graded algebras
From this construction it does not follow that φr is an isomorphism on
cohomology.
(Mk+ι, φk+ι) as \-minimal model for Sk*1
r
r
Now we assume that φr: Λ/,.—>A*(S ) is the 1-minimal model for S ,
r = 2, 3,
, k. Because ψΓ: Mr -+A*(G/Gr) is the 1-minimal model for all
r = 2, 3,
, we know that there is an isomorphism of groups yr: G/Gr-+
Sr for r = 2, 3,
, k. The morphism φk and the isomorphism of the
abelian groups exp: Lk/Lk+ι^>
SLk/Lk+ι
give the map of complexes φk =
k
φk ® exp: Mk ® LJLk+ι->A*{S )
® SLk/Lk+ι.
The image of the extension cocycle
mk
(k)

β

k)

= Σ β} ®
7=1

under φ^ is the 2-cocycle
φk(β^)GA\
defines the group extension

Lemma 3.1. The morphism of differential graded algebras φk: Mk ®
ma s
k/Lk+ι^>A*(Sk)
® SLk/Lk+ι
P the extension cocycle β(k)
Lk/Lk+ιfor
the elementary extension Mk+ι = Mk® My^, ' ' ' > T^
(k)
φk(β ) G ^^S*^) ® SLk/Lk+ιfor
the extension of the group

L

i.e., Sk+ι = exp(L/Lk+ι) and Sk+ι are isomorphic groups.
This lemma follows from the geometric construction and two propositions.
Let &2<r~ @3 <— &4<r~ ' ' ' be the tower of nilpotent contractible Lie
groups defined by the tower of nilpotent Lie algebras L/L'2 <— L'/'L'3 <—
LJ/ L'A <-•••. We choose a splitting Vk of the short exact sequence
Such Vk determines the splitting ω(/c) by ωik\X) = X - VkπX, X G
L'/Lk+ι,
and bilinear skew-symmetric map Ω(Ac): L'/Lk X L/Lk -+ Lk/Lk+ι
by the formula
Ω<%4, B) = \{[VkA,

VkB] - lk{A,

B]},

A, B (Ξ L/Lk.
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The extension cocycle for (*) is; by definition, an element % E
C\L'/L'k, L'k/L'k+ι) - C\L>/L>k) ® L'k/Lk+V%(A,
B) = 2Ω<%4, B). The
group &k+ι is an extension 0->3C f c + 1 -> &k+x ^>&k -> 1, where %k+ι is an
abeϋan group isomoφhic with Gk/Gk+ι and with Lk/Lk+ι.
&k+ι acts on
itself and via the projection π also on &k, from the left.
Let T(&k+ι) be the tangent bundle, and T(&k+ι)/&k+ι
the quotient with
respect to the right action. Let F(&k+λ) = {X E T(&k+ι)\π(X)
= 0}. Then
a c t s
Φt+i
from the left on each term of the exact sequence of vector bundles
over &k
(**)

0 ^ F(&k+ι)/&k+ι

-* T(&k+ι)/&k+ι

-* T(&k) ^ 0 .

This sequence of vector bundles, restricted to the identity e E &k9 coincides
with the exact sequence (*) if we disregard the Lie algebra structure. Therefore the splitting Vk defines a left invariant splitting Vk of the exact sequence
(**), and on the principal bundle &k+ϊ^&k
it defines an
L^/L'k+rvalued
connection 1-form ω^k\ The curvature of this connection is the 2-form
Ω(/° = dω(k) + |[ω ( / c ) , ω(A:)] on &k+ι with values in the abelian Lie algebra
Lk/Lk+V
Therefore [ω (Λ) , ω(*>] = 0, and Ω (Λ) is a pullback of a 2-form from
&k. Since it is the pullback of the left invariant 2-form Ω(A° on &k defined
above, we have Ω(/c) = ττ*Ω(A:) = dω^. All this can be formulated as follows.
Proposition 3.1. A splitting Vk of the exact sequence (*) determines a left
invariant connection on the bundle &k+ι~^&k The curvature of this connection
is an Lk/ Lk+ι-valued left invariant 2-form Ω ^ on &k which restricted to the
identity e E &k gives an element Ω ^ which determines the extension cocycle
% = 2Ωf > for the Lie algebra.
Now we construct a map L: &k X &k -> Lk/L'k+ι.
For any (al9 a^j E &k X
&k construct an oriented 2-simρlex with vertices aλa2, aλ, e as an immersion
Δ: Δ 2 -> &k, Δ 2 = <t)0, vv t)2>. Suppose that we are given the euclidean metric
on LI'Lk and the left invariant induced metric on &k. Let ax be the geodesic
from ax to e> and α 2 the left a^image of the geodesic from a2 to e. We denote
the geodesic from e to aλa2 by aλa2. Then the map Δ is defined on the faces
by Δ « ϋ 0 , ϋ ! » = α 2 , Δ«t?!, ϋ 2 » = al9 Δ«ϋ 2 , ϋ o » = axa2\ Δ « ϋ o » = ^ ^ 2 ,
^ ( ϋ j ) ) = al9 Δ « υ 2 » = e. Denote the image Δ(Δ2) by Δ(α,, α^. The map 6 is
defined by the formula

The restriction gives the map i: Sk X Sk -+ Lk/Lk+ι.
the exponential defines the 2-cochain
k

S -»

SLk/Lk
k + v

Composition of i with
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In fact this is a cocycle representing a class in the cohomology of the group
k
+1
S with the coefficients in the abelian group SL'k/L'k+ι.
We denote by S *
k
the group which is an extension of SLk/Lk+x
by S determined by this
k+ι
k
cocycle; 0 -> SL'k/L'k+ι
-> S
^S ^l.
On the other hand we have the extension class for the group extension
(**)

0 ^ SLk/Lk+ι

k+ι

-> S

k

^S ^\.

This class is represented by a cocycle as follows: Let ax, α 2 , otxa2 be the
boundary components of Δ(α1? a2). There exist elements AX,A2, B E L/Lk
such that exp^j = av exp^42 = a2, exp B = axa2. Let At =VkAi9 / = 1, 2
and let B = VkB. The element άx = exp Ax is the endpoint of the horizontal
lift άx of ax ending at e E &k+ x. The horizontal lift α 2 of α 2 ending at άx starts
at άxά2, and the horizontal lift a^a2 of aλa2 starts at e E &k+x and ends at
a^a2 = exp 5. By the definition the extension cocycle for (***) is the map
gk: Sk X Sk -» SLk/Lk+ι
given by the formula (axa£~xaxa2 = gk(av a?).
This extension cocycle and the curvature defined above are related as follows.
Proposition 3.2.
exp

JJ

Γ

A(alfa2)

Ω ( * } = gk(ax, a2).

Proof. There exists a unique element Z E Lk/Lk+ι
such that the exponential map exp: Lk/Lk+ι
-> SLk/Lk+ι
maps Z to gk(aλ, a^. Define a
curve f: [0, 1] -+ &k+x by ζ{t) = ( α ^ ) exρ(/Z). This curve is in the fibre of
&k+x^> &k.\i is the left translate of e- exρ(ίZ) by a^a2 in &k+ι. Choose a
2-cell Δ(α!, a2) in &k+x with the boundary αjc?2, ξ, ά 2 , άj whose interior is
diffeomorphic onto the interior of Δ(ax, a2) by the projection π. Then

But the boundary 9Δ(α1? α2) is the union of oriented arcs axa2, γ, ά2, άx.
Because the arcs a^a2, ά 2 , άx are horizontal with respect to the connection
ω^k\ the connection 1-form ω(A:) restricted to these arcs is zero. Therefore

f

Q(*) = f δ<*> = Γ

^ β , , α2)

^Ύ

ώ

W = Z.

^exp (tZ)

Proof of the Lemma. When the splitting λ^ is the restriction of V^ then
μk+x and also φk+x are well defined maps. From the above propositions it
follows that ι(Sk X Sk) c Lk/Lk+X,
and that exp i = gk. Hence the groups
k+ι
1 1
S
and 5*" " are isomorphic.
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and Sk+ι are related by the commutative diagram

I

I I

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that (Mr, φr), r = 1, 2,
, k, is the \-minimal
model for the group Sr. Then (Mk+ι, φk+ϊ) is the \-minimal model for the group
Sr+ι.
Proof This is proved by the comparison of the spectral sequences E for
the elementary extension Mk+ι = Mk ® Λ(γ^,
, yj®) and the spectral
sequence S for the de Rham cohomology of the fibration K(Sk+ι, l)-»
K(Sk, 1).
The map φk+x is a composition of maps

The projections L'/L'k+ι -> L/L'k, &k+ι -» &k, Sk+ι -^ 5^ and the inclusion
Mk -* Mk+ι induce decreasing bounded filtrations on each one of the complexes. The maps μk+ι and vk+ι preserve the filtrations by the very construction, and it follows from [2] that the maps ηk+ι and δk+ι are filtration
preserving.
Let {FpMk+ι} be the filtration of the differential graded algebra Mk+ι,
where FpMk+ι are elements of degree >p in terms of the subalgebra Mk, and
let {ΦA*(Sk+ι)}
be the filtration of A*(Sk+ι),
ΨA*{Sk+x) are forms of
k
degree > p in the elements from <π*A*(S ). Then the 1-st terms of the
spectral sequences are
Eϊ« ^Mp®

H«(A(y[k\

, γ<*>)),

with the differentials induced from the differentials on Mk and A*(Sk)
respectively. Again from the construction of the map φk+x we get the
isomorphism Eζ'q a &ζ'q for all p > 0, q > 0. Thus from the comparison of
spectral sequences we can conclude that φk+x induces an isomorphism on
cohomology.
Remark. It is instructive to check directly how the map φk+ι induces an
isomorphism on the 2-nd terms of the spectral sequences. That there is an
isomorphism of algebras φ£ + 1 : EP'q -> &ξ* is straightforward, and that φ£ + 1
commutes with the differentials dξ and dξ can be verified directly in the
following way. Because the maps δΓ, ηr and vr are maps of the differential
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graded algebras for r = 2, 3,
, we demonstrate that μk+ι also commutes
with the differentials.
The differential dξ is determined by the differential dk+ι on the generators
of Mk+ι. In particular dk+λy}k) = βfk\ j = 1, 2,
, mk> where y}k) is a
k)
k)
representative for the element [y} ] E E%'\ and βf is the representative for
dξ([y}k)]) = [#*>] e E*>°, de2 being the transgression.
On the other hand vk+ι ° μk+ι(y}k)) = «/>, where ω{k) = Σ ^ , ^ ® ^ is
the left invariant connection 1-form on &k+χ-^&k and [ajk)] E S j 1 .
^ + i ° Λ + i ί i β Λ = ^ + i ° fc+i(Σ )8/ ) r Ή ( A : ) Λ ωf >) - Σ 0/Mx<*> Λ ^ } έfaίΛ), where [da}®] E Sf°. Hence Φk+ι induces the isomoφhism of the 2-nd
terms of the spectral sequences.
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